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labour of love

>> WENDY + BEAUTY
Wendy van der Vliet, administrator at De Bongerd Sports Centre

‘Helping people to calm
down completely’
It is a dream come true. A beauty salon of her own.
A place for giving people care and attention and making
them more beautiful. Wendy van der Vliet made her
dream come true this year in her garage.
Beauty salon B&W: Beauty and Wellness. And the speciality
of the house is aromatherapy with 100% natural products.
RK / Photo: Guy Ackermans
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Our list grew by the week. A list of names on the whiteboard in the corner of the
office. First Kees, then Johan, then Tineke and recently Laan. Martin cropped up
at some point too. Although I don’t know them well, I allow myself to use their
first names. That’s what’s on the board, after all. It’s a growing list of old hands
who are moving on. Why? What is going on? Is it coincidence?
And now, suddenly, there is Arthur. ‘Tuur’ to his friends. For me he is still Mr Mol,
the new rector. He is taking over the baton, a new runner in the relay. There is a
challenge ahead for him: a top university, more and more students, growing
interest in Wageningen topics... But also diminishing funding, less space and
perhaps less scope too. I’m curious about his vision on education and his ability
to do more with less. The strategy has already been outlined, at least. And I can
wipe one name off the board.
Edwin van Laar

>> Tracking down miniscule plastic | p.11
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‘I believe in
generating
support’

In a high-speed procedure, Arthur Mol was appointed yesterday as
the new rector magnificus. Who is he and what are his goals? Our first
interview with the rector-to-be.
text: Albert Sikkema en Rob Ramaker / photo: Guy Ackermans

WHY DID YOU WANT TO BE RECTOR?
‘I am 55 and I wanted to make one more switch
in my career. I considered a post at a university
overseas, but then this came along. And then
people around me starting asking if the job of
rector wouldn’t be up my street. That makes
you think: why not, actually?’
BUT WHY?
‘I have done quite a bit of travelling around the
world and when I compare Wageningen with
RESOURCE — 21 May 2015

the universities I visit in the US, the UK, China
and Malaysia, I think: this certainly is a very
good institution! In terms of what it does, but
also as an organization. It is less bureaucratic
than many other universities. The education
and research systems run smoothly, with short
lines between management and staff. So I
wasn’t attracted to go abroad. The biggest hesitation was: I have to let go of my field, the subject matter. That was the hard part of the decision. I still have 23 PhD candidates. I want to

continue to supervise most of them. But the
chair group is steaming ahead, I’ve done my bit
there and it’s time for someone new.’
WAS THIS CAREER PLANNING?
‘No, this wasn’t planned. I’m a pretty uncomplicated person without many hidden agendas.
I merged two graduate schools, Ceres and the
Mansholt Institute, to form the Wageningen
School of Social Sciences, and I have been on
the board of the Education Institute, the Aca-
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demic Board and on several advisory committees. But that wasn’t part of a scheme to become rector. The big advantage of those committees is that you get to know the organization
very well.’
WHAT IS YOUR MANAGEMENT STYLE?
‘I am for a fairly open and flat management
style and I believe in generating support. In
practice that means a lot of consultations and
talking, including at an informal level. But a
decision has to be taken in the end. In the graduate school we had a lot of discussion about
the new name. All the disciplines had to be represented in the name, as well as the fact that we
were interdisciplinary. The name ended up far
too long. Then I intervened as director. But I do
want to be an accessible director and I like to
drop in on people to discuss things.’

‘I am a pretty uncomplicated
person without a lot of
hidden agendas’
WHAT WILL YOU TAKE FROM YOUR PREDECESSOR’S APPROACH?
‘Martin Kropff’s energy and commitment have
done Wageningen UR an enormous amount of
good and he was extremely motivating. I would
like to copy that, and I hope I can do it too. He
also listens well, he listens to all sides and
likes to weigh up decisions carefully. You need
that in a knowledge institution full of
strong-minded people.’
WHAT NEEDS TO CHANGE?
‘I think the organization is too bureaucratic.
Separately filling in leave hours on top of timewriting, for instance, takes up too much of my
time. For some time I have been arguing for a
committee to reduce the pressure of rules and
regulations; I think we should put up more resistance to pressure from the accountants.
And I think sometimes we could take decisions faster, on appointing professors for instance. A professor’s retirement is often announced a year in advance and then the procedure takes so long that the new one can only
start a year after the old one left. That could be
improved on.’
YOU WERE APPOINTED AS RECTOR PRETTY FAST,
THOUGH?
‘That was fast-tracked. I talked to four committees in two weeks, and communication
went very fast. The executive board and the supervisory board wanted a successor to Martin
fast, because you want continuity in manage-

ment. I will start next Thursday. I am still recovering from the speed of it all.’
WILL YOU BE INNOVATING IN THE EDUCATION
PROGRAMME?
‘Yes. We are doing well. We have committed
teachers and have been number 1 in the Dutch
degree guide for years, but there are challenges ahead. The first one is that we don’t get
enough money to compensate for the growing
student numbers. Secondly, we need to combine digital education with on-campus education. I think direct contact between teachers
and students will continue to be very important, but we should supplement it with digital
education. Which doesn’t mean I believe that
you can economize much by using digital education, because developing and implementing
it costs a lot of time and money. And thirdly,
we must internationalize more. I think we
should invest more in joint programmes with
universities in the US and China for example,
as we are already doing in Singapore and in
the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Metropolitan Solutions. That is one model for the future. We must tackle it strategically: who
would make good partners in those joint programmes? I am not in favour of taking over a
campus in China, like the University of Groningen is doing.’
GOING BACK TO YOUR STUDENT DAYS: YOU WERE
IN UNITAS, WITH THE LEFT-WING STUDENTS.
‘In my student days I was on the intro committee and a culture committee at Unitas, up the
hill. I was also a barman at cafe Troost and was
on the Imperialism Collective for a long time.
We were a progressive bunch; we cared about
the environment and the third world and we
argued for social relevance in science. The
great thing is that those ideas are now totally
embedded in Wageningen UR, in the form of
science for impact. I argue for science that
makes a difference. I can thoroughly enjoy research that comes out of sheer curiosity, but
ultimately it is paid for out of our taxes.’
YOU COME BY TRAIN FROM UTRECHT EVERY DAY
AT PRESENT. WILL YOU GO ON DOING THAT?
‘I am going to figure that out now. I frequently
wait a quarter of an hour for a connection, so I
might need to make my journey more efficient. Perhaps I should take the company car
more often. I am a systems freak, and I was in
Hong Kong recently, where you can use the
same card on all public transport and to rent a
car, do your shopping and buy a coffee. Marvellous: I am a fan of smart systems. Now I’ll
have to work out my own smart transport system.’

WHO IS MOL?
Full of curiosity, the researchers of the Environmental Policy chair group gathered last Monday
for a hastily convened meeting. ‘I am going to be
rector magnificus,’ announced professor Arthur
Mol. Once the applause died down he continued
imperturbably. What will it mean for the PhD
candidates? What needs to happen, and what
about his successor? There was no champagne.
Colleague Gert Spaargaren thought it was typical of Arthur Mol to announce his appointment
like this. Efficiently and without putting himself
in the limelight.
Besides ‘modest’ and ‘efficient’, Mol’s colleagues
describe him as ‘hardworking’ and ‘accessible’.
As professor he does a lot of management. As
well as leading his own department, he formed
and leads the social science graduate school
WASS, and is on the Education Institute board
and the PhD council. A committee led by him
advised that social science Master’s programmes in Wageningen should be two years
long. Op top of all this management work, Mol
still teaches and publishes a lot. In his academic
work he links the environmental sciences, his
degree subject, with the social sciences. For
researchers too, Mol is always accessible. The
door of his office is open whenever possible and
he is not hierarchical in his approach. How does
he find the time for all that work, his colleagues
sometimes wonder.
In Mol, Wageningen University will have a rector
who has internationalization in his DNA. His
chair group attracts a lot of foreign students,
and studies and compares environmental policy
in countries from south-east Asia to Latin America. Mol’s own interest focusses largely on
China. Spaargaren still remembers the day when
a map of China appeared on Mol’s wall – an aid
to learning the names of Chinese cities. Over the
years he has built up an impressive network and
is even visiting professor at the renowned Tsinghua University. Mol feels totally at home among
the Chinese, says Spaargaren. ‘They are often
engineers and not afraid of a technical solution.
And they like to keep at it.’

CURRICULUM VITAE
1995 – the present 	Professor of Environmental Policy at Wageningen
University
2008 – 2014 		Director of Wageningen
School of Social Sciences
(WASS)
1995 		PhD in Sociology at the
University of Amsterdam
1985 		Graduated in Environmental Science at Wageningen University
Visiting professor at Tsinghua University (2012)
in China and National University of Malaysia
(2014)
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STRATEGIC PLAN: MORE COLLABORATION
BETWEEN SCIENCE GROUPS
• Invest in connecting themes.
• Introduce new teaching
methods.

The executive board wants to see 5
percent more research projects
which involve more than one science group. Wageningen UR is also going to invest in five research
themes which are at the interface
between the science groups. The
name DLO is passé. This is all in
the strategic plan for 2015-2018,
ratified last week.
Minister Henk Kamp of Economic Affairs approved the strategic plan on 12 May after the supervisory board had given the executive board’s plan its blessing. On 3
June the plan will be presented to
all the staff.
The executive board is targeting
an increase in projects which involve not only several science
groups but also staff from both the

university and the research institutes. The board is investing in
themes and projects which connect up several science groups.
The theme One Health, for instance, links human and veterinary health, while the theme of Resource Efficiency studies new combinations of various sectors and
resources with a view to making
food production more efficient.
The board’s expectation is that by
combining various academic disciplines, new insights are born with
which we take great leaps forward.
The executive board wants to
introduce a new approach to education in the coming four years, so
as to continue to be able to cater
for a growing student population.
This will entail offering more digital courses for a larger target
group, including abroad. There
will be a new education concept
called flipped learning, in which
the university will give more lectures online and the students will

come to the campus mainly to talk
to their teachers and do homework and projects. Using this didactic concept, the board hopes to
hold on to the strengths of Wageningen education – its small scale
and flexibility – while catering for
larger numbers of students.
Compared with the last strategic plan, the board is placing more
of an emphasis on the biobased
economy and natural resources.
This is reflected, for instance, in
the new investment theme of resilience, in which a multidisciplinary
group of researchers will study the
resilience of biological systems.
And in the theme Metropolitan
Solutions, in which themes such
as food supply, logistics, waste disposal, health and ‘livability’ come
together in spatial planning. A
moot point remains who is going
to fund these research themes.
The board hopes to attract external funding for the investment
themes, but is aware that the gov-

ernment is continually cutting
back on higher education. Marketing teams with people from several different science groups need to
explore new markets.
In the strategic plan, the executive board talks consistently in
terms of the university and the research institutes – the name DLO
is passé. In the new branding policy which the board is going to discuss with the WUR council, Wageningen UR will be more prominent. But this is also related to the
national trend of bringing applied
research institutes – known as
TO2 institutes – under one umbrella for administrative purposes. The recent collaboration between DLO and TNO in the field of
biobased economy and nutrition
is an example of this. There will also be collaboration between Wageningen UR and the Delft institute Deltares. It is not yet clear
what brand names will come out
of that. AS

STUDENTS ANGRY AT IDEALIS OVER ZIGGO DEAL
• Choice between Ziggo and
no internet
• Contract with university
due to expire

The student housing provider Idealis has incurred the wrath of
many students now that it wants
to switch to internet provider Ziggo. Above all, it is the lack of options that has annoyed a lot of residents.
In early May Idealis sent all the
student residents concerned a
personal survey in which they
could vote for or against the Ziggo
deal (television and internet for
15 euros a month). If 70 percent of
the voters were in favour of the
package, the students would join
RESOURCE — 21 May 2015

Ziggo before the end of the year.
But according to students there
was no question of a choice because if students living in a housing complex or individual accommodation refused the offer, their
TV and internet connections
would be cut off as of 1 January.
Leaving residents to make their
own arrangements, hampered by
the fact that they would not be
able to use Idealis’s existing cabling. In practice, this means that
in many housing complexes, such
as the star flats, it is virtually impossible for residents to make
their own internet arrangements.
Students currently pay 5.35 euros for television and have free internet use via the university’s own
network. These contracts expire at
the end of this year. Idealis has sat

down with various providers, including the university. According
to the student housing provider,

Ziggo offers the best package and
a good connection at a very reasonable price. LvdN
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• Soil ecologist honoured as the
founding father of a new
subdiscipline.
• Eleventh still active Wageningen
scientist to be a
member of the KNAW.

Wim van der Putten (1958), professor by special appointment of Functional Biodiversity and a researcher
at the Netherlands Institute of Ecology (NIOO), has made a name for himself with his research on the link between how ecosystems function
above ground and biodiversity in the
soil. That has even resulted in a new
subdiscipline in soil ecology. Last autumn, Van der Putten got into Nature with a review article on the subject.
‘I was completely surprised,’ says
Van der Putten, when he was told
two weeks ago that he would be

CHESTNUT
TREES

nominated. ‘It’s recognition for your
work. The idea that soil life plays an
important role in natural vegetation
and its structure has turned out to be
a really new concept. It’s always nice
if you can contribute to that as a scientist.’
Van der Putten publishes a lot
and is often cited by fellow scientists. Scopus (Web of Science) gives
208 scientific publications, an H-index of 54 and more than 6100 citations. He has produced seven papers
this year already. The professor
works in the university’s Nematology group.
Van der Putten is the 11th still active Wageningen professor to be a
member of the Royal Netherlands
Academy of Arts and Sciences
(KNAW). The other members are
Ton Bisseling, Marcel Dicke, March
Koornneef, Rudy Rabbinge, Ivonne
Rietjens, Marten Scheffer, Ben
Scheres, Louise Vet, Willem de Vos

Regional newspapers usually come and take a
quick look. But the national paper Trouw has also
devoted a whole page to the wrap-up project. And
last week Friday, Van Lammeren was visited by
the children’s TV news show Jeugdjournaal. Wrapping up horse chestnut trees is mediagenic.

Have you had a lot of response to all this attention?
‘Yes, reactions are regularly coming in via the
website of our chair group. They fall into two
groups. Reactions from people who have a sick
tree and want to join in. And people suggesting an
improvement to the technique.’
Can private individuals participate in the experiment?
‘They can, but it’s not free. We charge a contribution of 500 euros per tree. I know that is an obstacle but it has to be like that. This is a research project and it involves costs. We can’t do this work
otherwise.’
Who: André van
Lammeren
What: Wraps up horse
chestnut trees as a
remedy against the
bleeding disease.
Why: The wrapped-up
trees are drawing a lot
of attention.

Someone also came along to our editorial office
with an improvement to the technique. What are
you doing with these suggestions?
‘Send it on to us. Improvements are certainly possible. But at the moment this is still an experiment. We can’t yet give complete assurance that it
works. When we reach that stage, we will invest in
the method used to heat up the trees.’ RK

and Executive Board
chair Louise Fresco. Fifteen other new members were appointed at
the same time as Van
der Putten. For the first
time there were equal
numbers of men and
women.
Van der Putten does
not yet know what the
appointment involves.
‘I need to look into that.
At any rate, you’re a
member of an exclusive
club. Soil has really taken off as a subject. If
this appointment lets
me draw more attention to the relationship between the soil and soil
biodiversity, I will certainly do that.’
New members are chosen on the
basis of nominations by their
‘peers’, both in the Academy and beyond. The KNAW has more than 500

PHOTO: SVEN MENSCHEL

WIM VAN DER PUTTEN NEW KNAW MEMBER

members divided into two divisions:
Science, and Humanities and Social
Sciences. Membership is for life.
The inauguration of the new members will take place during a ceremony on 28 September in the Trippenhuis building in Amsterdam. RK

Ga jij de uitdaging
aan ?
Word PERS of CREW
in de AID 2015!
Zet het grootste
studentenfeest van Wageningen neer! Profiteer
van gratis feesten,
drankjes en maaltijden.
Werk met een gezellige
groep naar een
geweldige AID!

Meld je aan op
www.aidwageningen.nl
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• European project aims to boost agri-market.
• Fewer emissions and better use of raw
materials.

Wageningen scientists have been commissioned
by Europe to set to work getting smart technology
introduced in existing agricultural practices.
CSA Booster is the name of the project; that
stands for Climate Smart Agriculture. The project
is running in five European countries, costs ten
million euros and will last four years. In Wageningen eleven people are involved; eight from Alterra and three from Management Studies.
Agriculture accounts for 20 percent of Europe’s greenhouse gas emissions. ‘Which shows
that agriculture needs to undergo a transition,’
explains project leader Vincent Blok (Management Studies Group). ‘The technology is available. The problem is that there is no incentive for
producers and buyers to embrace it. There are no
investors to convert the technology into products.
And customer demand for climate-friendly products is lacking.’

The CSA-Booster is intended to change this
situation by developing services that will bring
together producers and buyers. For example, by
making cattle feed that reduces cattle methane
emissions, explains co-project leader Madeleine
van Mansfeld (Alterra). ‘Cows expel a lot of
methane when they break wind and excrete
waste. With additions to their concentrate feed
you can reduce these emissions.’
Another part of the project is focusing on policy change. ‘What measures are needed to help
bring about the desired turnaround in agriculture?’ asks Blok. ‘Just think of things like tax
measures and subsidies. We are busy setting up
an international CSA focus group within the
government body DG Agro that will be occupied
with influencing policy.’
Certification is another important theme.
‘Can you prove that a product has been produced with fewer emissions? It’s also a question
of generating awareness,’ explains Blok. ‘Climate Smart Agriculture needs to become a familiar notion.’ RK
Read more about CSA at resource-online.nl

23,000 KILOS OF ART

PHOTO: ROELOF KLEIS

Willem Berkhemer’s Man with Bull has arrived
on campus. One day later than planned be-
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cause the bull could not tear itself away from
Lelystad. The artwork was literally nailed to
the ground. This became clear when Rooseboom removal firm from Ede wanted to hoist
the heavy concrete hulk onto the low loader.
Thirty tons of pulling force was not enough to
shift the animal from its spot. The reason was
four concrete pillars which anchored the base
it stands on firmly in the ground.
A specialized company was asked to saw
through the pillars. But by then it was the end
of the day. Early the next day the bull (with
man) moved to Wageningen after all. And by
eight o’clock the artwork, with its 23,000 kilo
base, was in place on the field in front of the
right wing of Zodiac. Its last move perhaps.
Man with Bull was made by Willem Berkhemer in 1965 for the Institute for Livestock Research (IV) on Schoonoord estate in Zeist. The
statue moved to Lelystad in 1995 when the
IVO was merged into the Institute for livestock (ID-DLO). There the statue stood near
the drive. With the staff moving from Lelystad
to Wageningen, the Man with Bull has come
too. RK
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WAGENINGEN WORKING TOWARDS
SMARTER AGRICULTURE

Timewriting paradox
The conviction in his voice easily drowns
out the whirr of the coffee machine. ‘It is ridiculous,’ he says. ‘I work 80 hours a week
and then still have to account for my hours,
but...’ – the senior researcher pauses for effect, ‘that’s impossible: all the projects are
on the go all the time’. He growls. ‘As if I
didn’t work long enough hours already.’ His
colleagues nod understandingly. I do too.
Yet I don’t really understand. This man
analyses the most complicated ecological
processes and to do so he wants to measure
practically everything. But keeping track of
his hours? No, that’s too complicated. Scientists face a timewriting paradox: if it were
possible they would measure everything on
the planet, except how they spend their
time.
As far as I am concerned, timewriting could
be taken a lot further actually. Because my
progress goes in fits and starts. Sometimes I
work like mad all week and nothing happens. Absolutely nothing. And then suddenly, I take one stride after another. And I’m
not the only one, you know. When the seniors have left the coffee machine I whisper
hesitantly, ‘I’ve only typed five words today’.
And it’s already four thirty.
I want to know why. Does working on in the
evening increase productivity, for example?
Is it bad to go home early? And if you need
to pee, is it smart or dumb to postpone it?
We could answer all these questions with an
extensive timewriting experiment in which
we meticulously register everything. But it
must be a real experiment, complete with
randomized knocking off early now and
then.
Stijn van Gils (28) is doing doctoral research on
ecosystem services in agriculture. Every month he
describes his struggles with the scientific system.
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FIRST BRED FRESHWATER CRAYFISH RELEASED

For the first time, bred European
crayfish have been released into
Dutch waters. On 11 May, Arnhem
city councillor Ine van Burgsteden
and forester Ben Oosting released
109 crayfish into an Arnhem pond.
Alterra ecologist Fabrice Ottburg
has been working with heritage organization Gelderland Landscape &
Castles on a rescue programme to
save the animal for the Netherlands.
Until recently there were European crayfish in only one Dutch river, and it seemed to be only a matter of time before the species would
disappear from our country. This is
in sharp contrast with the nineteen
fifties, when the European crayfish
was present in large numbers in
Dutch streams, rivers and lakes.
The canalization of streams, the introduction of the invasive American
crayfish and the spread of crayfish
plague proved disastrous.
Action was decided on in 2012.
Ten specimens from the last population were caught (six females and
four males) and allowed to breed

PHOTO: FABRICE OTTBURG

• Breeding programme aims to
save European crayfish for the
Netherlands.
• Crayfish plague still poses
serious threat.

There is a lot of interest as crayfish are released into an Arnhem pond.

in captivity. In order to increase
the chances of a successful release
into the wild, Ottburg aims to keep
the crayfish in conditions that are
as natural as possible. The eggs are
not incubated artificially, the crayfish have to compete with each
other and they live in as natural an
environment as possible. They
must be kept safe, though, so predators are kept away from them.
Meanwhile, some of the causes
of the decline of the European

crayfish have been removed. Holland’s waters are cleaner and less
canalized. The crayfish plague, to
which only the American crayfish
is immune, remains a serious
problem. ‘We are working on a resistant line,’ says Ottburg. ‘But that
is not something you can produce
at the drop of a hat. It could take
20 years.’
But doing nothing was no
longer an option: a habitat of two
ponds is too vulnerable. As a safe-

guard against disasters, crayfish
will be released at 10 isolated spots
in the next few years. Ottburg
would also like to introduce the
European crayfish in two stream
systems. They will need some attention after release. New specimens will be added all the time to
ensure that not all the animals are
the same age. It will also be important to monitor whether the released crayfish survive and reproduce. RR

UNKNOWN NUMBER OF STRAY CATS IN THE NETHERLANDS
• Big discrepancies between
figures
• Central registration needed

The Netherlands has at least
135,000 stray cats. This estimate is
based on an inventory made by
Wageningen UR’s Science Shop
for the Stray Animal Foundation
Platform. The total number of
stray cats in the Netherlands is
hard to establish, noted the Science Shop in its report ‘When the
cat’s away’, an inventory of the
number of stray cats in the Nether-

lands. The aim of the study, carried out by Wageningen students,
was partly to establish the size of
the stray cat problem. But that
goal was not really achieved. ‘It
turned out to be harder than we
thought to get the figures together,’ says research supervisor
Francesca Neijenhuis of Livestock
Research.
Every year about 37,000 stray
cats are caught by 78 cat rescue organizations which filled in the researchers’ questionnaire. That is
only half of the cat rescue organizations approached. That would
suggest that more than 67,000 cats

are taken in every year. That number does not include wild cats
which were caught and castrated
previously, because they are returned to the wild.
There are two other reasons
why the number of stray cats is underestimated, says Nijenhuis. In
cities it is difficult to tell stray cats
apart from pet cats, and in the
countryside their numbers are
easily underestimated because
you do not see many of them during the day. According to literature
studies, there are between 135,000
and 1.2 million stray cats in the
Netherlands, says the research re-

port. Given that enormous margin
of uncertainty, these figures are of
little value. But the researchers are
willing to hazard a guess that
there are at least 135,000 stray cats
in the Netherlands.
Regardless of how many homeless cats there are, the report’s recommendations still hold. The dozens of organizations that rescue
stray cats should cooperate more
closely, and this should result in a
central registration system. That
way we can get a better idea of the
effectiveness of measures to reduce the number of strays, says
Neijenhuis. AS
21 May 2015 — RESOURCE
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SYNTHETIC FLOWER ON BIO-ART & DESIGN SHORTLIST
• Researcher David Kleijn wants
to paint with bees.
• Art project makes pollination
observable.

What sort of landscape do you get
when bees forage on artificial flowers full of coloured pollen? Is it
like a Van Gogh? The idea led to a
place for researcher David Kleijn
on the shortlist for the Bio-Art &
Design award. The project which
Kleijn and Australian artist Michael Candy want to implement together is called Synthetic Pollinizer.
And if the pair end up as one of the
three finalists in the BAD Award tomorrow, the will get to create the
synthetic flower. Because then they
get 25,000 euros to implement the
pollination project.
The BAD Award is a bio-art competition run by Dutch science organization NWO and others. Artists and designers collaborate with
scientists to create a work which
brings art and science together using living material. The Kleijn/
Candy duo aim both to portray and
to analyse the pollination process.
There are still many unanswered
questions about pollination, particularly by wild bees. How, for ex-

ample, do individual bees get
around in the landscape and what
is a plant’s catchment area? The
Australian Candy developed a
hightech synthetic flower to help
answer such questions. Visiting
bees are lured to a platform where
they get nectar (sugar water). As
they eat, a mini-camera hanging
above the platform takes photos.
At the same time some paint powder (the ‘pollen’) drips out of a reservoir onto the bee. Once that is
done, the feeding stops and the
bee flies off. Carrying the coloured
powder.
The photo is crucial for recognizing the pollinator. Kleijn: ‘A
group from Leiden developed software which recognizes bees from
the pattern of veins on the wings’.
So the photos provide information
about the species and the numbers
of pollinators in the area. The
paint powder gives away the location of those pollinators. ‘So that
gives you information about the
home-range of the bees.’
Using several flowers, each with
their own colour powder, will in
theory produce a colourful landscape. In theory, stresses Kleijn. In
practice, time will tell whether it
works that way. ‘And you are sure
to come across all sorts of things

you have no idea about at the moment,’ predicts Kleijn. And that
will be decisive in the question
whether the design can be of use to
science in revealing new information. At the moment the main focus is on the artistic side, says
Kleijn.
Candy and Kleijn met at a
matchmaking meeting in The

Hague earlier this year, where the
invited artists could meet 16 selected scientists. In this case, contact was made with Candy through
a skype call. But it didn’t take long
to make the decision. Kleijn: ‘Michael Candy already had in mind
that he wanted to do something
with pollination. So it clicked right
away: this is it.’ RK

ARTIFICIAL COLOURES PETAL
WIRH NECTAR GUIDE FEATURES
DUSTING MOTOR

The BIO ART & DESIGN AWARD was launched in 2010 and is the first
competition in the world to operate at the interface between art, design
and the life sciences. The competition seeks to stimulate young artists
and designers from the Netherlands and abroad to experiment with bio-art
and design.

POWDER HOPPER
CAMERA & DETECTION SENSOR
NECTAR DESTRIBUTOR
NECTAR GUIDE PLATFORM
SUGAR WATER
RESERVOIR (NECTAR)

SOLONOID ACTUATOR

LIPO BATTERY
PCB STEM STRUCTURE

The award aims at:
• Stimulating interest, emotions and debate around the Life Sciences
through high quality and original art;
• Researching the social, cultural and ethical contexts of the Life Sciences
through art;
• Promoting high-quality interdisciplinary collaboration between art/
design and science/technology.
More information can be found at www.badaward.nl
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TRACKING DOWN NANOPLASTIC
POLLUTION
• Not known whether Dutch waters are
polluted with nanoplastic
• First experiments yield alarming
picture

In the next few years, environmental scientist Bart Koelmans will be studying Dutch
rivers, streams and lakes to see whether
they are polluted with miniscule plastic particles. In laboratory tests these ‘nanoplastics’ appeared to have a much more negative impact on organisms than larger fragments of plastic. However, there are as yet
no methods of demonstrating the presence
of this form of pollution in water. Koelmans’ project recently received a grant of
650,000 euros from science-funding organization STW, topped up with 220,000 euros
from other organizations.
Our oceans are polluted with a ‘plastic
soup’. This phenomenon was brought to
our attention by photos of dead birds whose
stomachs were full of plastic. In practice,
however, plastic waste breaks down fast, often into micro-particles of less than 5 millimetres across. Experts suspect that that

there are even smaller particles of plastic
floating around in our environment. Miniscule fragments less than 100 nanometres in
diameter, one thousand times smaller than
a hair. These kinds of nanoplastics are created, for example, at the sprayer head of 3D
printers in operation. ‘But they have never
been proven present in fresh water,’ says
Koelmans, personal professor at the Aquatic Ecology and Water Quality Management
chair group.
Koelmans wants to develop measuring
instruments which can demonstrate the
presence of nanoplastics and monitor
them. Microscopes and the naked eye are of
no use for this purpose. Specialized instruments are needed, which can unmask nanoplastics using material properties such as
speed of movement in a flowing liquid. It remains a challenging project, says Koelmans. If only because there is all sorts of
other waste such as iron particles and traces
of paint floating in water.
The environmentalist wants to study the
impact of this plastic pollution too. The first
experiments - with nanoplastics made in
the laboratory – are alarming. ‘Larger plastic particles go in one end and come out the
other. At worst, smaller animals get constipated,’ says Koelmans. But nanoplastics are
so small that other rules apply. They can enter the body through the intestinal wall, for
instance. What is more, they bind many
more harmful substances. Some fragmented knowledge about this had been gathered
in the laboratory. Ultimately Koelmans
wants to be able to make a systematic and
realistic estimate of the risks. RR
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Gassing geese is controversial

From 1 June it will be permitted to gas geese that are a
nuisance, using carbon dioxide. Environmental psychologist Maarten Jacobs has done a lot of research on
public acceptance of wildlife management measures.
He expects a lot of protest.
‘Killing animals is always controversial. Most people
don’t like the idea of killing animals for no particular
reason. That is the reality policymakers are faced
with. But it does make a difference which problem
you solve with the killing. It is a matter of internal
conflicts of values. The bigger the problem, the sooner the killing of animals is accepted. The end justifies
the means.’
You tell us that value orientations play a big role in
that internal conflict. What are they?
‘Value orientations indicate how people relate to
wild animals. People with a dominance orientation
think that wild animals must be managed in the interests of humans. They put human beings above animals. People with a mutualism orientation think we
should look after wild animals and that they have
rights. They put humans on an equal footing with animals. My research found that 44 percent of the
Dutch are mutualists and 21 percent dominant.’
What does that say about our attitude to gassing?
‘Value orientations are a kind of template for dealing
with internal value conflicts. Research shows that
value orientations have the most predictive value in
situations in which values conflict the most. The
Netherlands is pretty mutualism-oriented, so you
can expect a lot of people to oppose gassing.’
But that hasn’t been studied yet?
‘No. One of the topics of my research was the hunting of geese and deer which damage crops. Roughly
half the Dutch see that as acceptable. But I can imagine that people will consider gassing more acceptable than hunting, if it causes the animals less suffering. So it could be 60/40 in favour of gassing.’ RK

PROPOSITION

‘The purring of a cat stimulates the healing
of the cat and of its owner’,
H.A.M. Sterk, who graduated with a PhD on 29 April in
Wageningen
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Dossier university and business

Industry funds little
doctoral research
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More and more research at Wageningen University is being funded
and determined by external financiers. This raises questions – who
is steering Wageningen research? Resource took a good look at the
doctoral research, which accounts for the lion’s share of scientific
productivity at the university. Businesses are not the main financiers of
this research. The EU and other public funding bodies are much more
significant.
text: Albert Sikkema / photo: Guy Ackermans

M

ore and more research at Wageningen
University is externally funded. That
becomes very clear if we look at developments among PhD candidates, the
worker bees of the university who carry
out the lion’s share of the research. In the
nineteen eighties there were less than 50 PhD graduations per year in Wageningen. Those graduates were
members of the university staff who had written a thesis
– there were no aio PhD trainee positions at that stage. In
the decades since then the number of PhD graduates has
grown to about 250 per year. And still only 40 to 50 of
those 250 candidates are funded by the university itself.
The rest have external funding.
‘The number of PhD candidates that are entirely
funded by the university from its own funds has stayed
roughly the same over the past 35 years,’ says PhD candidate Gab van Winkel, who came up with these figures.
‘The enormous increase in the number of PhDs is entirely
due to the increase in external funding.’ This is a familiar
picture: the average Wageningen professor gets funding
for 2 lecturers and one secretary and has to build up the
rest of the research group through external projects.
The massive increase in external financing is grist to
the mill of activists and journalists who believe that companies are now paying for one third of the Wageningen
research budget and that this constitutes a mixing up of
academic and business interests on a large scale. If that is
true, then the close links between science and commerce
should be apparent in the engine room of the Wageningen research factory. In other words: in the PhD research,
where the university’s external funding is concentrated.
Last year was an exceptional year, with 287 PhDs
awarded in Wageningen. Very correctly, the source of
funding for the research is mentioned in every thesis
nowadays. That is how we know that as many as 244 PhDs
(85%) were externally funded in 2014. Just 43 PhDs
received government funding (from the university), and
15 of these were ‘sandwich PhDs’, co-financed by the partner university. Forty six PhDs were funded by research
funding organization NWO, and 198 of them received
project-based contract funding.
NWO is an external research financier which awards
funding on the basis of the social relevance and academic
quality of the research. Contract funding are a mixed bag,

which we divide into several categories (see table 2). It is
noteworthy that much of this contract funding came from
public financiers, the main one being the European
Union, with 34 PhDs. These are mainly part of European
research projects in which Wageningen collaborates with
other European universities. In some cases, companies
are involved in these EU projects too, but answerability to
the public institution is always central. An EU PhD may
also come out of a European research grant. The EU’s
share is bigger than that of Dutch public funding bodies
such as ministries, which funded 30 PhDs last year. Foreign government institutions, from European and
non-European countries, financed almost as many PhDs
as the Dutch government did.
But there is even more external public funding for PhD
research. Last year Nuffic was a big financier, with 17
PhDs. And then there were non-profit organizations both
at home and abroad, which account for another 12 PhDs.
These include organizations such as the Dutch heart
foundation and the Worldwide fund for nature. Lastly, 13
employees of DLO institutions got their PhDs at Wageningen last year. If we add up all the public financiers, we
have already accounted for 130 of the 198 contract funded
PhDs. So where are the businesses?
An interesting category is the public-private sector
PhD research, with 35 PhDs. These are research programmes carried out for the top technological institutions such as TTI Green genetics, the Centre for Biosystems Genomics (CBSG), the Top Institute Food and
Nutrition (TIFN), and the water institute Wetsus. These
are always programmes in which companies and
researchers come up with the research topics and questions together. In other words: this is where the interests
of the researchers and companies intertwine. They usually end up with fundamental research topics which benefit several companies. This is known as ‘pre-competitive
research’ because the companies prefer to keep truly
innovative research (developing a new variety of tomato
or a water purification technique) in-house, where no one
can look over their shoulder. The pre-competitive
research is public, because the PhD candidate has to be
able to publish it.
Secondly, we have the category of ‘private’, in which a
single company takes on the financing of the PhD
research. This is the case for 15 companies. In this case,
21 May 2015 — RESOURCE
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the company can determine the direction of the research
in one-to-one interaction with the professor without
input from other companies or researchers.
So what kind of research are we talking about here?
The technical company Feyecon wants more knowledge
about algae production, the livestock breeding organization CRV wants to know more about the genetic factors in
the fatty acid composition of milk, and the plant-breeding company RijkZwaan is looking for methods of identifying chromosome abnormalities in cauliflower. Enza
Zaden wants to gain a better understanding of the physiology of lettuce, and Shell funded research into whether
particular bacteria can grow on chlorate in the soil –
knowledge which is important in oil extraction. These are
not surprising topics that lie way outside the fields of the
professors concerned.
But there are also a few PhD projects which could raise
questions. Friesland Campina funded Agata Banaszewska’s study developing a decision support model for the
valorization of milk. Agata worked both for Wageningen
UR and for Friesland Campina, where she improved the
planning process in order to get more value out of the
milk. This dairy company was certainly the first to benefit
from her insights, but the conclusions in her academic
articles are public and applicable for the whole dairy
industry.
A Unilever-funded PhD research could be seen in the
same light. It looked into the influence of certain nutrients (phytosterols) on cardiovascular disease. Is Unilever
getting research done here towards a potential health
claim, and is the university allowing itself to be used to
lend scientific weight to that claim? No, it becomes clear
in the thesis, in which the researcher concludes that the
link between the nutrient and cardiovascular disease
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‘still has to be established definitively’.
It is not easy to find a thesis in which university
research is demonstrably supporting business interests
and working against the public good. The thesis which
comes closest is the one about the 24/7 tomato in which
Aaron Velez Ramirez goes in search of the genes for light
tolerance in wild tomatoes. This is a public-private
research project under the technological top institute
Green Genetics, with plant-breeding company De Ruiter
Zaden (later Monsanto) as the private financier. Velez
Ramirez did a Master’s internship at Monsanto in
Bergschenhoek and went on to do doctoral research in
Wageningen for this company. Monsanto had already
applied for a patent on a gene package that was responsible for light tolerance before the research started. In the
course of his research, Velez Ramirez identified the precise gene for light tolerance and did plant physiological
tests in order to find out whether the genes influenced
growth and tomato production. Thanks to the patent, it
was Monsanto and not Wageningen University that
owned the knowledge, and other companies are not free
to make use of it in their programmes. So it is not publicly accessible.
This brings us to the agreements on ownership
between the university and the business world in public-private research in the top institutes. TTI Green
Genetics, which will cease to exist this year, always
applies for patents itself and invites the relevant companies to take over the patent or apply for a license. Wageningen UR gets users rights, which means it can use the
discovery free of charge in education and research. In
other top institutes, such as CBSG and TIFN, the knowledge institution applies for the patent and the relevant
companies get users’ rights.
We can divide the public-private research projects into
the categories public or private on the basis of their patent policies. We count the handful of PhDs at Green
Genetics as privately funded research, just like the 15 theses that were entirely funded by a company. Because in
these project too, there was an agreement between the
university and the financier that any patents would be in
the name of the company. Roughly speaking, then, in 20
of the nearly 300 PhD studies, a company decided what
would be done with the knowledge – although it was published in all cases.
The conclusion is that the fixed research budget for
the university that comes from the government has not
grown in recent decades. This fits the picture that the
government is cutting back on the universities’ core
funding, as the VSNU has been saying for some time.
On the other hand, the government is making more
and more research funding available through funds to
which researchers must submit proposals. This explains
the considerable growth in funding through the NWO,
the EU, the ministry of Economic Affairs and other public
financiers. They make up the lion’s share of contract
funding, with the government setting more and more
conditions – for the involvement of the business world,
for instance. This explains the large number of PhDs with
public-private funding. The proportion of exclusively private financiers is small. The external financing of PhD
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Division of 2014 PhDs by finding source

research usually comes from a public organization and
seldom from a company.
This picture is reflected in the research questions in
the theses too. If you look at the topics of the last 100 thesis in 2014, you can see that the doctoral research is
extremely diverse. The most common research fields are
crop protection, nutrition, soil science, water management and the environment. In agricultural research there
is more attention to animal welfare than to agricultural
production, and the biobased economy is as well represented as food chemistry. What is more, the pile of theses
aiming at improvements in African food production is
not to be sneezed at. In short, science for impact? Certainly. Science for profit? Hardly at all.
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SCAPINO BALLET?
It looks like a pose during an outdoor performance
of Swan Lake. But it is an action carried out with
utter concentration during a game of volleyball on
WE Day. A day on which you can see your colleagues
as you have never seen them before. This time
around, some 500 people took part. Photographer
Sven Menschel used his lens to capture people who
were concentrating. While diving, hitting or sliding.
For the end result, take a look at the photo album on
resource-online.nl. EvL
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Martin Kropff leaves after ten years as rector

The irrepressible
optimist
RESOURCE — 21 May 2015
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When he took up the position as rector, the university had just 450 first-year students.
Now as he leaves, ten years later, there are over 1500. If he could, he would welcome each
and every one of them personally. How does Martin Kropff look back on Wageningen’s
breakthrough as a top university? ‘This job has given me more energy than it has cost.’
text: Albert Sikkema and Edwin van Laar / photo’s: Guy Ackermans, Marcel van den Bergh and Freek van den Bergh

WHAT OR WHO WILL YOU MISS?
‘The people. I know a great many employees, at
both DLO and the university, and I try to stay in
touch with them at all times. Irrespective of their
individual status. Whether the person I bump
into in the Forum is a student, a member of the
corporate staff, a director or a member of the
support staff, I like to have a chat and ask how
things are going. Because I want everyone to
enjoy working here.’

AFTER SO MANY YEARS AT WAGENINGEN UR HAVE
YOU BECOME ENMESHED WITH THE PEOPLE?
‘I’d sooner say “connected”. When I’m on campus I feel at home. I can really enjoy the AID, with
all the new students. Sometimes people tell me,
“You really have a busy job.” That’s not how it
feels. This job has given me more energy than it
has cost. But what’s important is that you organize your work in such a way that you have time for
people. They are so important.’

CONTACT WITH PEOPLE IS A KEY THEME IN YOUR
STORY. WHY IS THAT?
‘Yes it is. You hear a lot and you realize when
something is up. It is important that the Executive Board has a direct connection with staff
and students, and has a visible presence. Like
this afternoon, for instance, at the presentation
of the Teacher Awards. I want to be there and
I’ll know almost everyone by sight. I try to connect.’
21 May 2015 — RESOURCE
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HAS THAT CONTACT RESULTED IN NEW INSIGHTS?
‘Certainly. Take a recent issue, for example. In
the past few months I’ve deliberately been doing
a lot of sport at De Bongerd to see whether it
really is as crowded as Thymos claims. I’ve seen
that the sports hall is fully booked until midnight
and that even so there are still waiting lists. Then
you know: that second sports hall is needed. I
want to know what students are unhappy about.
For example, I heard that there were too few
desks for final-year undergraduates in the science groups. According to the policy department
there weren’t any problems, but the message
from the students was: things aren’t good. I had
an analysis done in a couple of departments; it
was evident that there were too few desks. Taking
this approach, I was able to solve the problem.’
YOU HAVE RAISED THE QUALITY OF THE
UNIVERSITY, INSIDERS SAY.
‘I’ve spent 10 years working on that, on the quality of the education, the science, student life and
the study and student associations. Ten years
ago, when I started out as rector, we had an
intake of just 450 students. We needed to distinguish ourselves as a university, I felt. At that time,
we chose to strive for high-quality education,
partly because we had hugely dedicated lecturers.
And we drew up a new strategy, one in which
alongside food production we were clearly focusing on healthy food, the environment and people. We adapted our recruitment accordingly,
putting people first and making them more visible. That worked very well. The programmes were
highly praised. And when the Forum opened, we
also had really strong allure in terms of facilities.’
THOSE INSIDERS ALSO SAY: MARTIN WANTS TO BE
THE BEST.
‘If I do something, I’m fully committed and I
want to do my utmost. I did that during my first
degree and PhD and later as a scientist and professor. As a rector, you can no longer keep fully
up to date with your specialist field, so you make
the quality of the organization your priority. That
RESOURCE — 21 May 2015

is your role. Then you look at how people can get
the best out of themselves. Not only in terms of
professional knowledge, but also in an intercultural setting. This combination is vital to the ability to work in an international context at a later
date. That became clear to me right at the start of
my career when I worked abroad. It is a good
thing that we now also have learning aims related
to intercultural aspects. It’s nice to be number
one in the study choice guide (Keuzegids), but it
isn’t an end in itself. It is a measuring rod. Most
assessments are the prelude to recommendations that you can work with. Which is the way it
should be. Our international students pay almost
15,000 euros annually in tuition fees. So the programmes should be top-notch.’

‘Conflict resolves very
little, because it unleashes
all sorts of emotions that
can easily lead to the
wrong decisions’
MARTIN LIKES EVERYTHING AND HAS TROUBLE SAYING ‘NO’.
‘That’s true, but I’m surrounded by a team with
whom I go through the order of business every
Tuesday. Together we decide which agreements
are important to the organization. I don’t find it
difficult to say ‘no’. Take the Chair Plan, for
example, where I introduced the requirement
that we examine all expiring chairs in the light of
the ‘new for old rule’. Sometimes you have to
decide to give up a chair. It isn’t pleasant having
to explain that to a chair group, and you have to
be able to give clear reasons for your decision.
I don’t avoid situations like that.’
BUT YOU DETEST CONFLICT, WE HEAR.
‘Absolutely. Conflict resolves very little, because it
unleashes all sorts of emotions that can easily
cause the wrong decisions to be taken. I prefer to

seek a way of preventing the conflict or resolving
it based on substantive arguments. For example,
we had a conflict with a company about the royalty income of one of our patents. The company
wanted to terminate the research collaboration if
they didn’t receive all the income. I listened to
them and discovered that it wasn’t about the
money, for them it was about using the new
income to steer the direction of the research.
That enabled us to find the solution during our
discussion. It’s important to be a good listener.
Often, too, I think of solutions while I’m relaxing.
When I’m sailing on one of Friesland’s beautiful
lakes. Sometimes when I’m running, at the end
of the day. At dusk or after dark, I like to run
across the campus.’
THE INTRODUCTION OF TENURE TRACK, THE NEW
CAREER POLICY, GENERATED CRITICISM.
‘Following the introduction, lecturers reacted
strongly, but it turned out that was based on an
erroneous explanation of the rule. It had been
understood that all lecturers had to participate in
Tenure Track and that it was ‘every man for himself’ in the chair groups. That generated strong
reactions. I quickly convened a meeting with the
lecturers who were protesting to ask what the
matter was. When I realized the misunderstanding, I clarified that Tenure Track was not mandatory for incumbent staff, but provided talented
researchers with an opportunity to become professors. And not like in the US, where it encourages competition between researchers, but in a
team context, where we’d be looking at the quality of education and research. We need to do this
if we want to continue to fulfil a role internationally in the knowledge economy.’
YOU ARE THE SPIRITUAL FATHER OF THE TERM
‘SCIENCE FOR IMPACT’. RESEARCH SHOULD LEAD TO
INNOVATION. THIS HAS GENERATED DISCUSSION
ABOUT WHETHER WAGENINGEN UR IS INDEED
INDEPENDENT.
‘Society is asking us questions so we can’t sit in
an ivory tower. In addition, it is important that we
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always operate independently. That’s why we
have a Code of Conduct. On the stage in the
Auditorium, every PhD candidate signs a declaration stating that he or she promises to be reliable, to be transparent about the financing and
methodology of his or her research, and not to
fiddle the data. External financiers, too, want
you to be independent, otherwise your findings
are useless to them. There will always be contacts with industry. We educate people who ultimately go to work for companies. Students do
internships at those companies and for that
reason alone our professors have to have contacts in industry.’
SO DO THOSE COMPANIES SET THE RESEARCH
AGENDA?
‘The chair groups have a whole range of financiers for their research. These financiers don’t
drop by to tell you what to do. No, in fact, it’s
the other way round: professors seek funding
that is appropriate to their area of expertise.
The professor manages his or her group’s
research and everything is published. A couple
of years ago, a committee led by Wouter van der
Weijden investigated whether external funding
was leading to ‘research results to order’. No
evidence for that was found. I’ve also said: if
financiers put pressure on you, come to me, I’ll
support you. We can only have an impact if we
have many contacts and have integrity. A valid
point, however, is that we must properly safeguard this integrity. That’s why a Scientific
Integrity Committee has been created. At the
request of third parties, it investigates whether
our research results have indeed been reached
with integrity. Like the previous committee, to
date this committee hasn’t found any research
that doesn’t pass muster.’
THE TOP SECTORS POLICY IS VERY EXPLICIT: COMPANIES SET THE RESEARCH AGENDA.
‘That’s true. I know the research agenda of the
AgriFood top sector, because I’m on that sector’s management team. This research agenda

is very similar to Wageningen UR’s research
strategy. And owing to this overlap, there is a lot
of interest among the industry in our research.
Which is a very good thing. I myself set up one
of the predecessors of the top sector, TTI Green
Genetics. That had a research budget of 30 million euros, 25 percent of which came from
industry. In the top sector, industry’s contribution has been raised to 50 percent. That is
unique worldwide. So then your research must
be of value to the industry.’
YET YOU HAVE A GREATER AFFINITY WITH THE
WORLD’S HUNGRY PEOPLE THAN WITH INDUSTRY.
THAT’S A SIGN OF IDEALISM, ISN’T IT?
‘Yes, I’ve always been idealistic. As a child I
wanted to do something about the hunger in
Africa when I grew up. At secondary school I
wanted to solve the environmental problem,
and that motivated my choice for biology. Only
after I had gained my PhD did I travel beyond
Europe, when as a young researcher I was asked
to talk in Nigeria about my crop models. That
was a terrific experience which prompted me to
work for years for IRRI, the international rice
institute in the Philippines. During that time, I
noticed that if you really want to change something, you need to go to developing countries.
Here in the Netherlands we are busy optimizing
agriculture just that little bit more, but in Asia,
Africa and Latin America almost a billion people are still going hungry. Now that I’m going to
be working for CIMMYT, I’ll be focusing on the
impact of research even more than I have been
at Wageningen. For example, we are currently
dealing with maize leaf necrosis, which is negatively affecting the maize crop in many countries. CIMMYT is currently checking the 50,000
maize varieties in the gene bank for genes that
can be used to produce resistant varieties.’
YOU ARE ALREADY SAYING ‘WE’ AT CIMMYT.
‘I’m already involved in the research. I’ve
already given a talk at CIMMYT about our strategy for the institute. That was super. Until the

end of this month I’m working for Wageningen
UR, then on 2 June I fly to Mexico City and I’ll
start working there immediately. Which is necessary. While I was there, I also found a good
4-kilometre run on the campus in Mexico. I’ll
enjoy running two or three circuits in 25-degree
heat, but I do I think I’ll miss the AID in August.
Certainly when I recall the huge tent that
stands down there in the field every year, full of
students.’

The Martin Kropff factor
Who is Martin Kropff according to insiders and
what are his most important achievements?
- Kropff was responsible for Wageningen’s
breakthrough as a leading university. He
encouraged top Wageningen scientists such as
Marcel Dicke, Willem de Vos and Marten
Scheffer to win important science awards for
the university.
- He presented the Tenure Track career policy, a
selective pathway enabling talented scientists
to become professors.
- Martin was a team player who embraced ideas
and insights put forward by others.
- Kropff knew what was going on among students
and PhD candidates; he took them seriously
and talked to them frequently.
- His most important weapon: his enthusiasm
and energy. He presented the Wageningen
domain, with its ‘three balls in the air’, with
verve. He won people’s loyalty with his
enthusiasm.
- Everything is enjoyable. Martin is proud of
everyone.
- Kropff detests conflict; he would always talk to
people in order to reach a solution.
- His greatest disappointment: the failed merger
with VHL. The university of applied sciences
was unable to find synergy with the university
and DLO.
- Kropff conceived of ‘science for impact’:
science must be at the service of society.
The global food supply and the billion hungry
people in the world are close to his heart.
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EXTENDING
LECTURE HOURS.
A GOOD IDEA?
The Executive Board wants to make better use of the lecture theatres in order
to accommodate the growing number of students. One idea is to extend
teaching hours since it would be relatively inexpensive to start using lecture
theatres a little earlier in the morning and close them a little later in the
evening. What do Wageningen students and lecturers think of this plan?
text: Sanne van der Mijl / photo: Henk van Ruitenbeek

Melissa de Raaij

Student BSc International Land and
Water Management
You have morning and evening people. Personally, I couldn’t manage it
if I had evening lectures. But if lectures began at 8 a.m. instead of 8.30
a.m. that wouldn’t be a problem for
me. For some others 8 a.m. is really early. Even now people
sometimes don’t turn up for a lesson at 8.30 a.m., so in
that respect maybe that half hour makes little difference.
Another solution might be to make greater use of online
teaching. The WUR is already experimenting with Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs). Then you do some of the
work at home and the rest during lectures, just like working people these days work more hours at home and have
flexihours.

Jelmer Zandbergen

Student MSc Organic Agriculture
A clear separation is needed between time spent at the university
and what you do outside those
hours. I don’t think it is good if these
two things start to become intertwined. Students in Wageningen do a
lot outside of their programme and I’m not just talking
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about drinking beer, but about extra-curricular activities,
such as committees and governance. If lectures are planned
for evenings there won’t be any time left for these things.
But apparently something has to change. And if with, say,
an extra hour in the evening, 80% of the problem is solved,
I think that’s a reasonable trade-off.

Tinka Murk

Professor of Ecotoxicology
I have the feeling that half the time
lecture theatres are standing empty
before and after my lectures. With
more intensive use of the rooms it
may be that a large part of the problem can be solved. Ideally, as a lecturer you should be able to make or cancel a room booking
in the established planning via a easy-to-use digital system.
If a space then opens up, lecturers can then book the
room themselves. A combination of increasing remote
education, better distribution of room use over a teaching period and attaching a financial (or otherwise) consequence to failing to cancel a room booking will ensure
that open spaces in the schedule are better filled. This
has less of an impact on the social lives of students and
the family lives of lecturers. Moreover, it is cheaper than
extending teaching hours, renovating building or even
building new ones.
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Job de Pater

Student MSc Plant Sciences
I think the way lecture hours are now
organized is pretty much like school.
You have a block of lessons in the
morning and afternoon. If in the daytime there’s a gap in the timetable
now and then and there are sometimes
evening lectures as well, students will learn how to plan better. I think that would be a change for the better. It
wouldn’t be a problem for me if lectures were to start a
half hour earlier in the morning. If you plan for it, the difference between 8.30 a.m. and 8.00 a.m. isn’t that great.

Angelica Ruark

Student MSc Sensory Science
A big difference with my university in
the US is that there courses are offered several times a day. So students
have a lot of freedom to create their
own schedule. Here your schedule is
made for you. The classes here are
small. Sometimes you’re sitting in a classroom that can
accommodate 40 people. But on other occasions a classroom is too small for the number of people, for example

on a presentation day at which everyone is present. I think
it’s a good idea to stagger the lunch break. At a stroke that
would also solve the long queues in the canteen and the
shortage of seats at lunchtime.

Sander Kersten

Professor of Nutrition, Metabolism
and Genomics
When I was a student in Wageningen
I had evening practicals as well as
daytime courses. I have fond memories of them. The atmosphere was
different, more relaxed. As a lecturer, the challenge is to make evening lectures appealing.
You have to draw on your creativity. I wouldn’t mind at all
having to teach evenings. An evening lecture isn’t extra
work time, just a shift in your working hours. It means you
can take the dog for a walk in the afternoon. Owing to the
large numbers of students and the diminishing budget,
the education we deliver has to change. ‘Emergency knows
no law.’ And there aren’t a lot of alternatives. You could also plan morning lectures, but I don’t think that will go
down well with students. The weekend is possible too, the
campus is deserted then. But I think that is even less open
to discussion.

At resource-online.
nl students air their
opinions on this idea
frankly.
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DRUMMING UP VOTERS
AT ELECTION TIME
Laptop in hand, student council members approached students this week with the
question whether they wanted to vote online for the student council elections. ‘Necessary for getting a high turnout,’ says VeSte. Putting pressure on people, say competitors CSF and S&I.
VeSte, the biggest party by a long way, has
for years been going around with voting
cards in their hands to canvass for votes.
The party sees nothing wrong with that at
all. Party leader Nick van Nispen: ‘Every
year only about 30 percent of the students
vote for the student council. If we didn’t actively approach them to ask them if they
would like to vote, the percentage would be
even lower. Then how can a student council
claim to represent the students?’
Nick acknowledges that students can
feel a bit pressurized to vote for the party
which puts the laptop in front of them. ‘My
experience is that anyway people say, I’ll
vote later.’ He stresses that VeSte candidates don’t look at how the student votes.
‘We are not out to get votes for VeSte as
such, but to get people voting in general.’
Charles El-Zeind, currently on the student council for S&I, says his party and CSF
are against this way of getting people to
vote. ‘But because VeSte does it, we are
obliged to do it too,’ says Charles. ‘the
Christian party CSF, which is against it too,
doesn’t join in with this approach to persuading people to vote. They stick to their
guns. I take my hat off to them for that. But
they can probably afford not to, anyway.
They can quite easily mobilize their supporters through Christian student socie-

ties. We rely mainly on international students, and they are not as well organized.’
S&I and CSF both object to this blurring
of the lines between campaigning and voting. Jan-Willem Kortlever, current council
member for CSF, says, ‘People need to be
able to think about their choice and not be
put under pressure to vote on the spot.’
Charles of S&I adds, ‘Students must have
the chance to find out first what the other
parties have to offer.’
The argument for raising the turnout
doesn’t cut any ice, says Jan-Willem. ‘OF
course CSF also wants a lot of students to
vote. But it is more important to get an election result that is representative of how Wageningen students think than it is to get a
big turnout but with people being pushed
in a certain direction.’ S&I and CSF are considering their options for preventing this in
future.
According to Hermijn Speelman of Legal
Services, the various parties were alerted to
the unwritten rules of the game in advance,
such as not being pushy so voters are not
influenced and get the time, space and opportunity to make their own decision.
Speelman: ‘In the past there was a gentlemen’s agreement between the participating parties. It is up to the parties themselves to draw that up.’ LvdN/KG

WHAT HAVE THEY ACHIEVED?
CSF, S&I en VeSte each have their own identity, their own
approach to problems and their own priorities. How have
their individual identities found expression over the past
year? A couple of examples:

CSF
Social support. This year the two men of the CSF have
championed the cause of students who experience difficulties during their studies. Thanks to them, student psychologists are now easier to access and there is greater awareness within the Executive Board of the importance of the
social support system.

S&I
Strategic Plan. Together with the Green Office, S&I has
argued successfully for more sustainability in the Strategic
Plan. The university wants to be energy-neutral in 2030.
The use of gas will be reduced in 2018 and in the meantime
steps will be taken to establish whether the university can
transfer to green energy sources.
Fossil Free. Under the banner of sustainability, S&I has
spurred the university to join the ‘Fossil Free movement’
this year. This means that the university should no longer
invest its funds in coal, oil and gas companies. Unfortunately for S&I, the move generated little enthusiasm on the
part of the university.

VESTE
FOS. The advent of the Social Loan System has consequences for the FOS; financial compensation for students
who, for example, do a board year. VeSte has successfully
lobbied for a transition year in 2015-2016. This means that
in the next academic year student-administrators will still
receive compensation. What shape or form the FOS will
take in 2016-2017 is still unclear.
Thymos. At the start of the academic year, Thymos sounded
the alarm; the sports foundation was in financial difficulty.
Owing to the growing number of students doing sport,
Thymos has had to dig deep into its own reserves. VeSte
supported Thymos successfully in its bid for more subsidy
from the university.
Social Sciences. The Student Council is of the opinion that
certain courses are missing in the study programmes and
has seen that students have trouble finding internships.
The Student Council also thinks that funding is not fairly
distributed among the social and science programmes. This
is why, at VeSte’s urging, a Social Sciences Quality working
group has been set up that will soon issue advice on how to
make the programmes future-proof. CN/RA

WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT WHAT THE
VARIOUS PARTIES STAND FOR?
On resource-online party leaders Anne (S&I),
Wiard (CSF) en Nick (VeSte) explain their positions
and what voting for their party will do for you.
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‘A MEDAL AT THE EUROPEANS
SHOULD BE DOABLE’.
This year Judoka and Food Technology student Evelien Donkers
received a scholarship from the
Niels Smith Fund. She is placed
just outside the top tier of
judokas in the Netherlands. The
scholarship consists of the sum
of 1000 euros and is intended to
give elite athletes studying in
Wageningen some added
support.
That must have been welcome.
You bet. You have to be really very
good to be paid any money for
practicing Judo – of the calibre of
Henk Grol or Edith Bosch. For the
rest, you have to pay your own way.
I immediately bought new sports
shoes and at the end of the year I’ll
get some new judo suits. Because
I’m taking part in the German
league, I regularly travel back and
forth to Germany, which is quite
an expense. So I could do with the
money for that.
How do you combine your top
sport with studying?
When I was still studying dietetics
at the university of applied sciences in Nijmegen, I was doing judo
30 hours a week. Twice a week I
trained with the national team in
Nieuwegein, and every round trip
was costing me four hours in travelling. I was spending maybe 10
hours a week on my study. I was
getting low grades, but it was doable. It’s harder to combine with my
Master’s here in Wageningen. So
in October I stopped training with
the national team. I thought I
could make a halfway good job of
both things and fail at both, or
stop doing one of them. For a couple of weeks I didn’t do any judo,
but I picked it up again because I
enjoy it too much not to. Now I
train between 15 and 20 hours a
week. I never miss a lecture, unless
I’m abroad. My lecturers and fel-

low students aren’t
really aware of what
I do. Because I’m
quite muscular
they might think,
“She probably does
some kind of
sport.” And I don’t
want to be Evelien
the judoka, just a
student. You don’t
need to treat me
differently.
How long has judo
played an
important role in
your life?
Actually, I’m a bit
of a late bloomer. I
started doing judo
when I was seven,
but I only won my first medal
when I was eighteen, at the National Championship. I came
third. Soon after that, I started
training in Nijmegen, and from
then on things got better and better. Before that no one had high
expectations of me. I realized that
after a training trip to Japan, the cradle of judo. A
number of the best
Dutch judokas were going. I thought it seemed
like a good thing to do, so
I called the manager, and
was allowed to go. Later I
heard that at the time
everyone was thinking:
“Why is she allowed to
go? She isn’t any good.”
But only a few months later I won all my big tournaments.
What are your current
plans?
This year I want to remain
unbeaten in the German
league – I’ve managed
that so far. Getting a med-

al at the European Championship
should also be doable. My study
permitting, I’ll take part in the National Championship, but I’m not
going to drop everything else for
judo again. It’s odd but my performance has improved with this approach. These days I do sport only

when I want to and I no longer go
to a training session feeling reluctant. And even though the pressure to perform has disappeared, I
still do sport almost every day.
Next year I’ll have to find a way to
combine my thesis and internship
with judo. I don’t yet know how,
but I’m sure I’ll find a way. JB

For the past four seasons Evelien
has been unbeaten in the German
league. She also has the the
following successes to her name:
2014	1st in Barcelona
International
Tournament
2013	3rd at European
Championship for
students in Coimbra,
Portugal
2013	3rd in the European Cup
in Tampere, Finland
2011	3rd at Nationals in
Rotterdam
2010	3rd at junior Nationals in
Nijmegen
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FLY
Are flies scared when we try to
shoo them off our plates? In a way,
they are, claim researchers at
CalTech. The fly brain responds to
threats (an approaching shadow in
this case) the same way we do.
Stiffening, waiting, and getting
away. Conclusion: we are flies with
consciousness.

MOUSE
Is there medicine against aging?
Maybe. Researchers from CalTech
(again) have discovered that you
can rejuvenate stem cells from
elderly mice. They do this by
blocking inhibiting substances in
the environment of the cell. The
stem cells then work again like
those of young, vital mice. The
dawn of eternal life (for mice).

Student Council steps up to defend
grant for board members
The Student Council is getting
ready for a heated discussion with
the Executive Board about the size
of the grants for students serving
on a board.
Board members of student organizations such as the Student
Council, the large student societies
and the sports foundation put their
studies on hold to dedicate themselves to their administrative tasks.
The Student Financial Support Regulation (FOS) offers these students
financial compensation for the
study delay they incur. This sum of
money is linked to the basic grant.
When the basic grant disappears as
of September this year, the FOS will
also be up in the air.
For the coming year a transition
regulation exists for student administrators. As of the 2016/2017 academic year, the Executive Board

wants to give such students a fixed
amount equal to the current basic
grant. This means 286 euros a
month. The Student Council thinks
this is way too meagre, says Soline
de Jong (VeSte). ‘They weren’t getting a huge amount, but the financial burden on students’ shoulders
will be considerable under the Social Loan System. The university
should really be supporting students who are keen to further develop themselves by doing a board
year. Because the student organizations make Wageningen the vibrant
student city it is.’
The Student Council is still considering the amount they will propose. ‘We want more than is currently being offered, but we also
want to make a realistic demand.
The grant doesn’t need to be a basic
salary,’ says Robin van der Bles

(VeSte). In addition, the Student
Council is keen to see a form of ‘tuition fee-free administration’. ‘Fulltime board members take no courses and rarely do exams,’ says Robin.
‘Yet they pay full tuition fees. We
think they should be compensated
for this.’
The Student Financial Support
Regulation offers financial support
to students who incur a delay
through circumstances beyond
their control (such as illness), participation in world-class sport and
recognized board work. In 2013,
492 students made use of the FOS.
Of the total number of students being supported, 86 percent were eligible due to administrative activities and 14 percent due to circumstances beyond their control. In total the university spent over 700,000
euros under the regulation. LvdN

PUNISHMENT
If you want to change behaviour,
punishments work better than
rewards. This comes out of tests
with students from the University
of Washington. Does this herald
the return of the corrective smack?
Well, not exactly. The good news
is: a little punishment works just
as well as a big one. So a light tap
is enough. Not a hard-hitting
finding then.

BEE
Always wanted to be a bee? You
can. A week on Saturday in the
Torckpark at the bee festival
Wageningen Zoemt. You’ll get the
biggest buzz from the first National
Bee Battle, a game for teams of
eight. The aim, of course, is to
collect honey. But beware: some
flowers have been treated with
nicotinoids and that sets you back.
You can still sign up at
wageningenzoemt.nl
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Full of beans
This bean was handing out flyers
to sunbathing students around
the Forum on 11 May. Unsuspecting sun-worshippers were told
that the campus is to be meatless
on Mondays from now on. Apart
from the obligatory frikadellen and

kroketten, there will be hardly any
meat on offer and loads of vegetarian options. An initiative from the
Green Office to raise awareness
among students and staff of the
negative impact of meat production on the climate and the planet.

In the next two months, the caterers will see how Meatless Monday
goes down and decide whether the
initiative should continue after the
summer vacation. It has certainly
proven a meaty debate topic on resource-online.nl. RR
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EPISODE 50 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
The story so far: Vecino the cat recently threw
water over the router. Nevertheless all occupants
love their furry housemate.

ILLUSTRATIONS: KIM PETERSE

Text
Veronika
Wehner

Cupcake
I

t had been quiet and rainy all day. Really boring until everybody came back to the house.
Now the kitchen was filled with people. The
delicious sound of butter wrappers and the
smell of raw eggs filled the air and unused cutlery lay on the counter.
Careful now, he thought. Quiet! Nobody is looking. In the background Bianca and Derk were
decorating cupcakes. Bianca gave the instructions
`No! I want really colourful cupcakes. Not just
yellow. Where are the other colours? Why can’t you just
put things back where they came from?´ With a yellow
tube of food colouring in her hand she searched the kitchen table.
One precise jump later, Vecino landed next to a pile of
baking utensils and began to clean the knife of butter.
Wasting that clearly would be a shame. When the knife
was clean, he proceeded to the butter wrapper. It made a
crinkly noise and moved in a funny way. Vecino’s tail
moved excitedly. This was fun! Carefully he pushed one of
the tubes to the side. He caught it with both paws and bit
it. It flipped out of his mouth again and drifted a little further. He pushed his whole body to the ground, while his
tail nervously swung about. Just one jump, he thought.
Bianca and Derk swirled around as they heard a noise
behind them. The knife and all of the packaging were
spread all over the kitchen floor. A tail disappeared into
the living room.

`Vecino!´ Bianca yelled angry as she looked at the chaos.
`Vecino!´ Vera screamed `he is bleeding!´ In just a second Bianca and Derk rushed into the living room, where
Vera knelt in front of the sofa, trying to reach for Vecino.
`He is bleeding from his mouth and his paws. There are
blood stains all over the floor. Come out Vecino, sweety.´
Now all three were looking under the sofa.
`We must get him to a vet.´
`What is going on? Why are you sitting there?´ asked
Filippo as he entered the room. Bianca tried to explain but
she got a lump in her throat:
`We were baking cupcakes, and... Vecino fell on a knife, I
think.... He is bleeding and won’t come out.´
Vecino sat in the darkest corner, licking his mouth. Why
were they yelling? There was no way he would enter that
madness. Then another voice came from the kitchen:
`Who left the food colouring open? This is a mess!´

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

Gaan we hopeloos vastlopen op klimaat ?
Nu in de boekhandel:

De sociale dimensie van de opwarming
Nijssen & Walter

Een lange termijn analyse van de sociale cohesie
rond het dempen van de opwarming, met behulp
van een systeemtheoretisch basis-model over
waardenontwikkeling in individuen
en gemeenschappen.
Details en achtergronden op socdim.info

resource-nijssen 150508.indd 1
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

SSR-W - LED LIGHT DISTRICT
Thursday 21 May from 22:00 to 05:00
This is the last party SSR-W is holding this academic year. With spectacular lighting effects,
the student society building will be transformed
into a ‘Led Light District’. Doors open early
(22.00) and admission is affordable (3 euros).
The following weekend is the long Whitsun
weekend, so you’ll have plenty of time to recover.
HET GAT - SYLVATICA: 15TH LUSTRUM “WOODLAND
WALK”
Thursday 28 May from 22:00 to 04:00
Study association Sylvatica (Forestry and Nature
Conservation) is celebrating its 75th birthday

with a ‘Woodland Walk’. This is a true treat for
lovers of shots. At this lustrum party in Het Gat,
with DJs from Unitas, you’ll get the first shot (a
‘Woodland Walk’ or Boswandeling) free. And for
the rest of the night the prices of the ‘Woodland
Walk,’ ‘Fireman’ and ‘Dropshot’ will be reduced.
UNIFARM - HET WUNDERBOERLIJK SCHUURFEEST
Thursday 4 June from 21:00 to 04:00
This is the closing party of the lustrum week of
the 50-year-old study association Heeren XVII
(Agrotechnology). Naturally, these ‘farmers’ are
celebrating with a barn party. Expect a lot of
beer, hay bales and whacky performances by the
Achterhoekse House Maffia and Papadigrazzi.

>> THE WORKS
‘STANDING
ON A CHAIR
TO SING’
Who? Alie Stegerman, MSc Earth and Environment
What? Four months internship at Stockholm University
Where? Stockholm, Sweden
‘When I arrived in Stockholm my supervisor was around
for just two days. He had to go to a conference. I was given
a pile of articles to read and had to make do with that.
When he came back, he was admitted to hospital with a
burnout. Luckily, I shared an office with some other students. They got me through it.
The subject of my internship was interesting. I had to analyse a dataset
of 30 years of fauna and environmental factors taken from the Baltic
Sea. Nothing had ever been done with it. Owing to eutrophication, the
oxygen-starved areas of the Baltic Sea are expanding, and fauna is disappearing as a consequence. By linking the fauna to the environmental
factors I could identify the most important causes of the disappearance.
In Stockholm I lived in a villa with 18 other people. Unfortunately, I had
really strange housemates, who either smoked dope or were dealing it,
hung around in the kitchen all day and did very little. Luckily there was
also a normal French girl, with whom I discovered after two months
that we lived just ten minutes’ walk from the sea. You see, Stockholm
lies between all sorts of islands, so the sea looks more like a lake.
I also joined an orchestra, which was truly the best way of being introduced to Swedish student life. The orchestra rehearsed on Sunday, then
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did a performance and ended
the day with a
full-blown threecourse meal and
a party. Students
often made a speech and then got up on to their
chairs to sing. I also went to a student orchestra festival in Uppsala,
attended by orchestras from all over Scandinavia. I performed in various places; it was really fun.
Sweden suits me really well. Everything is much more relaxed there,
which can also be frustrating at times as I’m a very efficient Dutch person. But the Swedes are all amazingly friendly and I felt I had complete
freedom. Perhaps because I had absolutely no social commitments.
The only time I missed Wageningen was on May 5th.’ MvdH

Foto: Aafke Brinkhuijsen
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WoesteLand
MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in ... Venezuela

In the news: Food, medication and machinery have become
scarce in recession-hit Venezuela. The shortage of motorcycle
parts has even become so acute that bikers are being killed for
their vehicles.
Comment by Claudio Valero Jimenez, PhD student in Genetics and
Entomology
The way the country is ruled is nonsensical, economically
speaking. Last year the inflation rate was 63.6%.When I went
there in January you could not find toilet paper anywhere. My
aunt managed to get some through contacts. She had to
smuggle it out of the shop through the back door because
toilet paper has become so precious that carrying it could get
you robbed.
Products of which the government regulated the prices, such
as rice, are very hard to find and you’ll have to wait in long
queues to buy them. Because inflation is high, but the prices of
these products were fixed many years ago, these goods are
super-cheap. If people now manage to get their hands on
them, they usually smuggle them to Colombia, where prices
are higher. All regulated products are either being smuggled
or sold on the black market. People who are desperate to buy
milk for their babies, for example, pay high prices on the black
market.
Just last week, my aunt’s friend’s car was stolen, probably
because they needed spare parts for that type of car. It is
senseless to report this kind of crime to the police, because
they will never find the car and there is no real law
enforcement. I heard that 90% of the crimes in Venezuela go
unpunished.
Caracas is the third most dangerous city in the world. Every
week people are killed, but unless you are famous it is not
really newsworthy anymore. Four and a half years ago, when I
was at university, I could stay out until 2 in the morning, and it
was already bad then. But now you don’t want to be outside
after dark anymore. SvdM

active, low-budget and low-impact summer holidays
You are young (16-30 years) and you like to be outside?
You want to spend this summer together with other
young people while discovering great places.
WoesteLand organizes challenging and adventourous
journeys. Discover Dutch National Parks or travel together
with WoesteLand to Ireland or Germany.
27 july - 2 august National Park (16-25 j.) Dwingelderveld, NL
18 - 26 july Germany by train (16-25 j.)
3 - 15 august Ireland (18-30 j.) – Discover your roots
17 - 22 august Dutch Island and National Park Texel (18-30 j.)

Check our website www.woesteland.nl or
WoesteLand for more information and submission.

resource-ivn (eng) 150518.indd 1
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in memoriam
Gijs van der Bent
It was with
great grief that
we received
the news on
Tuesday 5 May
of the death of
our colleague
Gijs van der
Bent. Gijs was
57 years old. In him, the LEI has lost
an expert in the field of data collection for the fisheries fleet.
Gijs came to work on the technical
administrative staff of the LEI, in the
Business Information Network, in
1996 at the age of 38. Before that he
had been a sea fisher for years.

For Gijs, quality always came first.
He could always make space to include extra ships in his data collection, and he was always willing to
lend a helping hand. As a former fisher himself, he was familiar with the
culture and customs in the sector.
With his experience and knowledge,
he was highly appreciated by his associates.
Gijs was a modest person who avoided the limelight. He found it interesting to exchange ideas with the fisheries specialists at the LEI about his
passion, the sea. Gijs worked closely
with his officemate Arie Klok, a fellow resident of Katwijk.
We shall remember Gijs as a very fine
colleague and we shall miss him
sorely.

Meatless Monday: try the goodness
of veggielicious
On 11 May Meatless Monday was introduced. From now on, every Monday all canteens on the campus offer
delicious vegetarian meals and a variety of meat-free snacks. Eating less
meat once per week contributes to a
sustainable lifestyle in many ways.

Our thoughts and sympathies are
with his wife Wil, his children and
grandchildren. We wish them the
strength and comfort to help them
bear their loss.
On behalf of LEI colleagues, Laan van
Staalduinen, general director LEI Wageningen UR

INFO: WWW.GREENOFFICEWAGENINGEN.NL

Classified

NSK swimming in Amsterdam
In the same weekend that the GNSK
is held in the capital, the NSK will be
held on Saturday 6 June. From beginners to world champion, as long as
you are a student and a member of a
club affiliated to the KNZB, you can
compete in on of the 12 distances
and/or party till dawn above the city

Lettinga Award 2015 – call for proposals
The focus of the call of Lettinga
Award 2015, a prize of 10,000 Euro,
is anaerobic technology for closing
cycles. Deadline submission (pre)
proposals: May 31.
INFO: WWW.LEAF-WAGENINGEN.NL

Orion Irregular Opening Hours
May 2015
2015

The Building

Bike basement

Restaurant

The Spot

Friday

22 May

8 am - 6 pm

8 am - 6 pm

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

8 am - 10 pm

Saturday

23 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Sunday

24 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Monday

25 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Forum Irregular Opening Hours
May 2015
2015

The Building

The Library

Student Desk
IT Service Point

WURshop

Restaurant

Grand Café

Wageningen in’to
Languages

8 am - 10 pm

10 am - 2 pm

Friday

22 May

9 am - 1 pm

9 am - 2.30 pm

8 am - 5 pm

Closed

Saturday

23 May

10 am - 6 pm

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Sunday

24 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Monday

25 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

8 am - 11 pm

During working hours, the building is open to the public. After working hours, entrance is only possible with a WUR card.
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service << 31
of the Amstel. Hurry and sign up
through your club or email NSK@aszvspons.nl

Agenda
May-June, 20.30

PERFORMANCE BY WAGENINGEN
DRAMATIC SOCIETY WDT:
APOCALYPSO BY JIBBE WILLEMS
The day of judgement is nigh and
junks, whores, pimps and paupers
are standing around and watching.
How do you save people if no one
wants your forgiveness? Cast: Arnold
Bregt, Djuna Buizer, Karlijn Eggens,
Lambert van Gils, Marieke Griffioen,
Monique Hamers, Heleen Hendriks,
Tessa Kingma, Celal Mercan, Marnix
Rosbach, Merel Rot, Jip Siebenheller,
Henk Vink, Lineke Vissers en Ine
Wiebenga. Performances: 21, 22, 29,
30 May & 5, 6 June, at 20.30. Venue:
Wageningse Berg stadium, Generaal
Foulkesweg 108. Tickets €12.50;
concession pass-holders and students €10. Reservations: 0317318031 / www.wdttoneel.nl

Thursday 28 may, 19.00 – 22.00

Friday 5 June to Sunday 7 June

YOUNG KLV – TRAINING IN THESIS
WRITING (TAUGHT IN DUTCH)

AGRO ECOLOGY TRAINING
WEEKEND

You are not alone in finding it hard to
write your thesis. Recent consultations between the Student Counselling Service, the deans and the student psychologists revealed that
many students struggle with their
theses. Experiences trainer Geraldine
Sinnema and a study advisor provide
information that can help you. Once
you have created a logical structure
for this major project, you are over
the biggest hurdle.

FIAN, ILEIA, Otherwise, TNI
Toekomstboeren and the Wageningen Rural Sociology chair group are
organizing a training weekend: ‘Activating for Food Sovereignty: from
our Daily Lives to Global Change’, an
inspiring exchange about alternatives to our current food system for
students, producers and (future)
farmers who want to expand their
knowledge about food sovereignty,
agroecology and the right to food.
There will be campfires, the chance
to get your hands dirty on the farm,
and delicious food!

WWW.KLV.NL

Thursday 28 May, 21.00 – 03.00

SPORT NIGHT, THE BIGGEST
SPORTING EVENT OF THE YEAR

WWW.ST-OTHERWISE.ORG/AGROECOLOGYTRAININGWEEKEND/

Theme: Are you a dream team? Come
along with house- and coursemates, a
fraternity or year group and form a
team of 6-8 players. Dress code: Pyjama party/ DreamTeam.
Sign up: www.swuthymos.nl
Venue: De Bongerd Sports centre
Monday 1 June, 13.30 – 17.30

FILMS FOR STUDENTS

SYMPOSIUM SECRET GARDEN: A
WORLD WITHIN A WORLD BY
STUDY ASSOCIATION GENIUS LOCI

Three films at Movie W: Wild is a true
story about a young woman who
hiked from Mexico to Canada. Le
Meraviglie is a lively story about a
family of beekeepers in the Italian
countryside, where their harmonious
way of life is disrupted by the arrival
of a television crew. Equinox Flower
is a Japanese classic in which a businessman and his eldest daughter
clash about her choice of partner.

Secret gardens are everywhere. But
how to deal with them in the landscape? Speakers: Sylvo Thijsen (CEO
Staatsbosbeheer), Saskia de Wit (Hidden Landscapes), Lauren Wagner
(Cultural Geography group. In between there are workshops organized
by: Erfgoedfabriek Brabant, Open
University, Marine-area Amsterdam
and Hembrug area.
Entrance: Free. Venue: Forum, C214.

WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

WWW.STGENIUSLOCI.NL/LUSTRUM

Thursday 21 May to Wednesday
3 June

Saturday 6 June, 10.30

FOODWALK: EDIBLE PLANTS IN
‘HET BINNENVELD’
Nowadays the supermarkets deliver
food from all over the world to your
neighbourhood, but what has our
own Dutch environment to offer? The
guided foodwalk starts from the farm
‘de hooilanden’ to discover what edible plants are growing in the ‘Binnenveld’. Afterwards a fresh lunch
will be ready, of course made with
local products and edible plants.
Costs: € 5 (incl lunch). Subscription
(limited places available): Email:
ruw@wur.nl
WWW.STICHTINGRUW.NL

Deadline for submissions: one
week before publication date
(max. 75 words)
Email: resource@wur.nl
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Film

Reception

From 21 May

colophon

Reception after your inauguration or PHD
defense? Colors has all-inclusive possibilities for € 6,00 per person. We can serve
in the aula or at Colors restaurant at the
market. Check our website for more info!

Su 31 May
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ILLUSTRATION: HENK VAN RUITENBEEK

>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Lunch al fresco
Spring is in the air. The sun comes out more frequently and the temperature gradually increases.
The weather is pleasant, sunny and warm. Very enjoyable. People look more cheerful and enthusiastic during the day. No wonder: nice summer days are coming soon.

One thing I notice is that on sunny days more and more people go outdoors to have their lunch.
Not only on the campus, but also at workplaces all over the Netherlands. Looking at this, I
suddenly remembered an article I read a little while ago. The article said having lunch outside can
have a remarkable effect on a person’s feelings, emotional wellbeing and attitudes towards their
work. It could make people happier and help refresh them and refocus their mind for the
afternoon ahead. On the other hand, when you have your lunch at your work desk, it may actually
make you less happy. You are more likely to feel miserable, possibly reducing your productivity.
This idea made an impression on me because, coming from a tropical country, Indonesia, where
you can expect great weather all the time, with clear blue skies and plenty of sunshine almost
every day and high temperatures year-round, I do not see this phenomenon in my country.
Although we get sunshine almost every day, no matter what the weather is, not many people (in
fact, I would say very few) like to go outside to enjoy their lunch in the fresh air. Now I have been
thinking of suggesting to people in my country that they should develop the habit of having lunch
outside more often to increase their happiness and boost their work performance, hence
improving their productivity.
Zahirotul Hikmah Hassan, PhD student at the Laboratory of Microbiology, from Indonesia.

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it briefly. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn fifty euro and Dutch candy.

Having lunch outdoors
whenever possible
could make people happier
and more productive.
A Dutch habit to export?

